POLISH MUSIC CRITIC COMPETITION “KROPKA”- TERMS AND CONDITIONS

§ 1 ORGANIZERS
The organizer of the competition is MEAKULTURA Foundation that will award the best
music critics annually, starting in the year 2015.

§ 2 PURPOSES
The aim of the competition is to promote music criticism in both printed and electronic media
as well as to support people debuting in this field. The competition is also supposed to
encourage people to participate actively in the music culture and to shape a positive image of
music criticism.

§ 3 AWARDS
1. The organizers will give:
a. three equivalent First Prizes in the Competition for the best text about
music, published in a given calendar year, in Polish language, by a Polish
author.
b. Special Award for the text about Polish music published outside the
country in a given calendar year, in a language other than Polish. Texts may
include single articles, reviews, blogs and music columns published regularly
in printing or electronic press. An author must not have Polish citizenship.
c. Distinctions:
- For debutant (person without B.A. or M.A. in studies related to music, who
does not work professionally in the field of journalism). The debutant category
refers to any author writing in Polish, regardless of his/her age, place of
residence, or membership in artistic associations. A limiting condition for the
participation in the competition is the lack of participant’s publications on
musical issues in magazines marked with ISSN or ISBN number. If the author
doesn’t fulfill this requirement, the decision of prize awarded will be revoked.
The author that has already published works unrelated to the music won’t be
disqualified.
- For blogger, or a person who maintains a blog in Polish for minimum 12
months. The content of his/her weblog should refer to the music issues and
consist of minimum 12 entries. In the case of a blog having more than one
author, single author’s texts will be judged by the jury.
2. Statuettes and diplomas for successful participants were donated by Polish Society of
Authors and Composers ZAiKS and will be the official awards of the contest. In
particular cases, winners will be given money and non-cash prizes.

3. Another distinction in the competition will be reprint edition of selected articles in the
journal MEAKULTURA (meakultura.pl) with the first publishers’ consent.
4. The editorial board and foundation’s management will contact particular winners in
order to undertake further cooperation (research, journalism)
5. The name of the award, statuette and prize’s symbol, that shall constitute Attachment 1
to this statute, are protected by law as a trademark.

§ 4 APPLICATIONS
1. Candidates (only natural persons) should submit their entries via email to:
kropka@fundacjameakultura.pl. The text should be attached to the mail.
2. Entries on behalf of another person will be accepted only if the author of the text was
informed and gave his or her consent.
3. Candidates may only send one entry to the competition
4. Members of MEAKULTURA foundation management, members of organizational
committee as well as editors of MEAKULTURA magazine may not enter the
competition.
5. Each article should include: author’s name and surname, address, phone number, email address and information of his/her first publication (if there is one).
6. All entries must be typed, written in Times New Roman in 12 or 14 point font, with
line spacing of 1,5. The works must be submitted in .doc or PDF document format.
The texts should contain at least 2400 and no more than 20,000 signs including spaces.

§ 5 JURY AND EVALUATION
1. Neither subject area of submissions nor genres of music are imposed by the
organizers. The form of the paper is unrestricted (review, column, essay). Also, any
music genre will be accepted (classical music, film music, folk music etc.). Criteria
that will be taken into account in the process of selection include: original approach to
a subject, erudition, reasoning skills, logical disquisition on the subject,
comprehensibility, and artistic merits of the text in terms of vocabulary and writing
style.
2. The submissions will be pre-qualified by particular members of Organizational
Committee of Polish Music Critics Competition Kropka, who should be prepared in
terms of issues connected with musicology or cultural studies. The committee should
include at least two people holding Ph.D.
3. The best submissions (not less than 25% of the works submitted for the Awards and 5
works in each category for Distinctions) will be submitted to the Commission for
evaluation.
4. Panel of judges, who are professionals in musicology, will include 7 people
(musicologists, employees of the university, journalists, managers, etc.).
5. The decisions of the Commission shall be final and is not subject to appeal.

§ 6 FINAL INFORMATION
1. When registering, the Participant confirms that he/she meets all the conditions to
participate in the Contest and accepts all the terms formulated in this statute.
2. Entrants agree to the processing of their personal data for the purposes connected with
the participation in the Contest.
3. A timetable, which shall form Attachment No 1, determines deadline of closing date
for entries, the committee's work and the notifications of results (along with the award
ceremony).

